Usb cord wiring diagram

Due to the ability to supply power to the preipheral devices USB is often used as a power
charger for portable devices. Additional USB hubs may be included allowing branching into a
tree structure with up to five tier levels. For many of those devices, USB has become the
standard connection method. USB interface aimed to remove the need for adding expansion
cards into the computer's PCI or PCI-Express bus, and improve plug-and-play capabilities by
allowing devices to be hot swapped or added to the system without rebooting the computer.
There are several types of USB connectors. The connector mounted on the host or device is
called the receptacle, and the connector attached to the cable is called the plug. USB is a serial
bus. No termination needed. Half-duplex differential signaling helps to combat the effects of
electromagnetic noise on longer lines. USB 2. USB 1. These pull up resistors at the device end
will also be used by the host or hub to detect the presence of a device connected to its port.
Without a pull up resistor, USB assumes there is nothing connected to the bus. In order to help
user to identify maximum speed of device, a USB device often specifies its speed on its cover
with one of the USB special marketing logos. When the new device first plugs in, the host
enumerates it and loads the device driver necessary to run it. A given segment of the bus is
specified to deliver up to mA. This is often enough to power several devices, although this
budget must be shared among all devices downstream of an unpowered hub. A bus-powered
device may use as much of that power as allowed by the port it is plugged into. Bus-powered
hubs can continue to distribute the bus provided power to connected devices but the USB
specification only allows for a single level of bus-powered devices from a bus-powered hub.
This disallows connection of a bus-powered hub to another bus-powered hub. Many hubs
include external power supplies which will power devices connected through them without
taking power from the bus. Devices that need more than mA or higher than 5 volts must provide
their own power. When USB devices including hubs are first connected they are interrogated by
the host controller, which enquires of each their maximum power requirements. However,
seems that any load connected to USB port may be treated by operating system as device. The
host operating system typically keeps track of the power requirements of the USB network and
may warn the computer's operator when a given segment requires more power than is available
and may shut down devices in order to keep power consumption within the available resource.
The device will then not attempt to transmit or receive data, but can draw up to 1. Supplied
voltage by a host or a powered hub ports is between 4. Maximum voltage drop for bus-powered
hubs is 0. All hubs and functions must be able to send configuration data at 4. Normal
operational voltage for functions is minimum 4. Shield should only be connected to Ground at
the host. No device should connect Shield to Ground. Ask a question Comment Edit Submit
New. USB Universal Serial Bus designed to connect peripherals such as mice, keyboards,
scanners, digital cameras, printers, hard disks, and networking components to PC. It has
become the standard connection method for wide variety of devices. USB interfaces
specifications. Specifies data rates of 1. USB 3. USB voltage: Supplied voltage by a host or a
powered hub ports is between 4. USB cable shielding: Shield should only be connected to
Ground at the host. According to reports in our database positive and 14 negative the USB
pinout should be correct. Is this pinout correct. Source s of this and additional information: USB
Specification v1. No portion of this webpage may be reproduced in any form without visible link
to Pinouts. Efforts have been made to ensure this page is correct, but it is the responsibility of
the user to verify the data is correct for their application. There are four wires in every USB
cable, but what are they for? PublicDomainPictures via Pixabay; Canva. This includes your
keyboard, mouse, webcam, memory flash drive, external hard drive, camera or digicam, video
camera, possibly your speakers, and more. They all need a USB cord to connect to your
computer. So, what is inside the cord, exactly? USB stands for "universal serial bus," and there
are four wires inside of itâ€”usually red, green, white, and black. Each of these wires has a
corresponding code or purpose. Some USB cords have different wire color combinations, like
orange, blue, white, and green. In this case:. In this section, we'll go over the answers to some
of the most common questions about USB cables. Note that the wiring inside a webcam has
four wires unless it also has a microphone built in. If so, you can trace the wire to the mic. If you
look, you'll notice that the Nokia USB pinout has the same code. The most important wires are
the positive and negative wires. These are the paths of electric power needed to run your
device, so it's important to know what color they are! It could be the ground wire. Identify which
are the power wires then identify the two data wires. The fifth should be your ground. Question:
My USB cable has a red, green, black, and white, which wires do I put together in order to power
something? Answer: It could be the ground wire or any. Just focus on the power wires and have
trial and error on both data wires. Question: Can I hook the green wire to the black wire, and the
white to the red? Will it work? You can also check my other wires colors in my articles.
Question: I have a 6 wired USB cable. Can you advise which is the data wire and which is the

power wire? Question: You didn't mention anything about the fifth wire found in a printer cable
and its code. What does it represent? Question: I have my backup camera inside my bedroom,
how can I connect it to my tv? Question: I plug a mini Jack into my blue tooth speaker, the Blu.
It cuts out and the mini is dominant. If I want to keep blue tooth up, which wires do I use out of
the little USB, coming out of the speaker for an additional direct speaker hook up? Question:
Besides those four USB wires described in this article, there's also a bare wire usually outside
the "shield" foil that covers the four main wires. What's that bare wire? Question: I wanted to
ask if it is possible to connect a USB charger wires to a normal plugs wires inside a wall
socket? My aim is to have a charger inside a wall socket that will be a simple pull out and use
type of thing. Answer: No, please. Wall sockets have or volts AC, it will explode or shock you to
death. Question: Where are the white and blue wire connected in the USB mobile circuit?
Answer: Check the wirings by splicing the wire. It could be the ground wire or any. Question:
When you are just trying to achieve power do you wire both the positives and both the
negatives? Answer: You can but it is unstable to the data coming and ethernet cable has 8
wires. Question: I have a yoga microphone with a USB connection that I want to use with a
stereo round plug. Using your cabling info I expect I would use the black wire for earth and the
green and white for the mic connections. Is this correct? Question: Do I use the bare shielding
wire as a ground wire since there is no black wire present in my USB cable? Answer: No need.
Most of the questions can be answered if you actually read this artical. My usb cord had white,
grey, yellow and while cables inside, please how can i identify the live and neutral. Good day sir
I would like it if you could solve my question because I feel it is very common for this problem
to occur in lot of situations. I unsoldered the wires from my mouse before i recorded the correct
order , so what IS the correct order? Inside every USB cable there's always a couple of wires
that are twisted together. Those two are always the data wires. This applies also to webcams,
and notabily laptops' internal ones, and can be good to know because in those webcams
usually wires are not colour coded. Does it matter which side of the USB plug should be be
positive Red? Left side or right side. I am trying to make a vord to help charge my bluetooth
speaker using a cell phone power bank. The only olug i have that fits is a DC power plug 2. Also
weak or discontented wire contacts to pins. Fragile poorly designed cables. Can you convert a
hd microsoft web cam to a tv with just the yellow and white wires please help single female and
in need. Of a cam. I was connecting two cables One: black, white, red, green. Other: Orange,
blue, green, white So, my roommate's cat chewed partly through the USB cable for my
keyboard, so I had to cut off the damaged part of the wire, but am having trouble reconnecting
the wires. There is a red wire, a black wire, a green wire, a white wire and a copper wire Hey, I
have one usb cable with white, blue, orange, green and the other one is black, red, yellow, blue.
So, how do join these 2. Please help. Hi, I'm trying to attach my phone charger to a battery made
of pennies, and I got the battery to work it made 6. The charger has four wires red, green, black,
and white , but I don't know how to attach them. Any ideas? Mark Mann: you make a few points
of note but then make the same mistake you are trying to correct: China, as with any modern
country does have standards for all these things but as far as I am aware, in their domestic
market the standards are often honoured more in the breach than the observance. The wire
colours you have referred to, such as the green yellow for earth is actually required by a
multitude of international standards to be reserved for the purposes of protective earth
conductors. For the most part, there are no specific colours associated with an active or neutral
for example in a permanent installation mains circuit. Any associations of colour to purpose in
mains wiring is purely conventional rather than specified by a standard. Mains cables on the
other hand are far too uniform to be accidental. Notice the is the common theme. While
American Wire Gauge is common place in many parts of the world and especially in certain
industries transformer manufacture for example it is profoundly unpopular with engineers
everywhere except perhaps the US. It is a totally useless wire specification for all but the wire
manufacturers. Does it help you to know that a wire has the diameter of a wire drawn from 1oz
of copper to 24ft in length? Or would you rather know the diameter or cross sectional area?
Your underspec'd wires are an artefact of the now crazy AWG standard which simply does not
have proper near equivalents to many common wire sizes spec'd in mm2. That problem too has
more to do with the US holding fast to AWG when the rest of the world went metric decades
ago. Sorry, but these are the facts about this, they are not evidence of a stupidity in the
inhabitants of the rest of the planet. Im hooking up a little solar panel witch only has 2 wires and
i wont to hook up a phone charger to it but it has red hot black ground and the two data wires
do i need to have the data wires hooked up to? Can i use just the red for hot and the black for
ground? I dont need the other two wire for data im trying to make a solar panel charger and the
solar panel is only got two wires. I don't know a thing of this cable just that most red is possible
and black is neg. I cut the usb 4 wire cord one mine to wire up with a 2 wire Will this charge up

my drone? Not working only red light work and my mouse has got damaged now Please be
careful with generalized comments as in the article, "Black has always been the ground wire in
almost all electronic devices. Moreover, the statement is false! They will commonly misstate raw
materials particularly "copper" and "Oxygen Free Copper. The USB plug came off my flash drive
motherboard while I was trying to modify it to fit into my xbox. Is it posible to only use the black
and red wire? I don't need to transfer data but only electricity. Sorry for my bad english. I have a
usb with wires red, green, white, black and the other one usb kable with wires red and white. I
opened my usb extension cord because I am trying to connect usb to solar panel for my solar
power pack idea, But to test my usb after cutting in half and striping the wires I connect both
peices back together only using the red and black wire but nothing worked after I connected
them. I have no idea what is wrong. I am hardwiring a Garmin Dash Cam in my car. I want to use
the normal Garmin micro USB connector since it has a 90 deg connector to the cam and looks
better. I have a low profile mini fuse 5V plugged into a non-used 12V keyed on fuse slot that is
reduced to 5. Any help would be appreciated! Trying to wire red,black,white,green to light
pink,light green, light grey, white. What colors do I connect together? Both are standard android
chargers. Stephanie if I have only 3 wires red green an white what color is what on May 06, Can I
put red and white together and green and black together and convert it down to a two wire plug
in. Can 2 usb cables be cut and the 2 small ends spliced together be used to transfer data
between two devices such as smartphones??? Am modifing the micro of phone part if the USB
cord to a line out. So need to know which wire goes to Whats. I had to join two USB cables, the
one was of the common color coded but, the second was Orange, White, black and blue. So
could it be possible to double up each wire where they originally connect to get "double", or
faster charge? Could you please let me know the order in which i need to join it with USB
connector. I have another USB cable I-phone 6 which has three wires i. Many Thanks!! My
charger has four wires, red, green, white, black. There is also a bare wire leading from the front
of the plug itself. What is that for? My wires are bkack white. Second charger i spliced there was
2 white and 2 blue wires. One blue wire has silver wire and the other 3 wires are copper. What
wires do i use to charge my s5 as the charging port is broken. Need to splice 3color coded wires
to 2wires not color coded, both refriderators. I can't get it right keep blowing my circuit. I cannot
tell which side of the plug is meant for the positive or negative. I have a galaxy note 5 i use for
experiments with root which fascinates me to no end for some reason. But the wires from the
connected battery broken off which is why it was given to me and the battery is no where to be
found. Ive grown tired of being bound to a wall so im trying to test out how i can use a usb cable
and batteries such as the little 9v square batteries to keep it on while i walk around. Anyone that
can help give me some ideas please email me with note 5 in the subject line i would really
appreciate it. My USB has 4 wires and now I can tell which has positive and which has negative
charge. Thank you for information. But i found 2 extra wires coloured white and red bulked.
Social Networking. Internet Culture. Internet Entertainment. Internet Security. Internet Browsers.
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Industrial Technology. Mark is a professional blogger and a writer who also works in the IT
profession. Related Articles. By Justin Frye. By Melanie Shebel. By Brandon Hart. By Paul
Goodman. By Ben Martin. By Glenn Stok. By GadgetSavvy. By Krzysztof Willman. By Sp
Greaney. By Januaris Saint Fores. By Patrick Kamau. By ngureco. By Clyde King. This page
covers USB 3. The USB 3. The cable has the original 4 wires of the USB 2. Each shielded pair
includes its own drain wire, one for each pair; however both drain wires are attached to a single
pin on the connector. The actual wire gauges used in the cable are not specified directly, but a
range is provided. This way the OEM [Original Equipment Manufacturer] can decide between
increased signaling loss or increased cable flexibility. The main power and ground wires should
use wires of between 20 and 28 gauge. The two sets of differential wire pars added under USB 3.
Their drain wire should have a wire gauge of between 28 and 34 AWG. Of course changing the
gauge of the different wires also changes the outer diameter of the cable, which should range
from 3mm to 6mm. The wire is color coded per the drawing above, the Drain Wire is by
definition uninsulated. The braid should be terminated on the metal shell of the connector. The
maximum cable length is not specified in the document, length is defined as still meeting the
other electrical requirements. The USB interface is designed to operate down to degrees C. The
standard A connector is depicted, not shown is the standard B connector. Note the only change
between the standard-A and standard-B are the SuperSpeed lines. Most of them utilize USB
cable. The cable can be utilized to transfer information from 1 apparatus to another. It can also
link device toâ€¦. The cable can be utilized to transfer information from one apparatus to
another. It can also link device to a power source for charging functionâ€¦. Wiring Diagram Usb
Camera â€” There are numerous types of electronics on the market. The majority of them use
USB cable. The cable can be used to transfer data from 1 device to another. In addition, it can

link device to a power source forâ€¦. The cable may be utilized to transfer data from 1 apparatus
to another. In addition, it can connect device to a power supply for charging functionâ€¦. Repair
Usb Wiring Diagram â€” There are many kinds of electronics out there. The cable may be used
to transfer information from one apparatus to another. In addition, it can link device to a power
source for charging functionâ€¦. The cable can be used to transfer information from 1 apparatus
to another. In addition, it can connect device to a power sourceâ€¦. It can also link device to a
power supply for charging purpose. Most of them use USB cable. The cable can be utilized to
transfer data from one device to another. It can also link device to a power source forâ€¦. The
majority of them utilize USB cable. The cable can be utilized to transfer data from 1 device to
another. In addition, it can linkâ€¦. The cable can be used to transfer data from one device to
another. It can also connect device to a power supplyâ€¦. Skip to content. Blog 1. The wiring
diagram includes any combination of different types of USB connectors. USB wiring diagram
comes in handy when USB port or connector either of them malfunctions or completely out of
order, also for engineers and hobbyist who wants to explore the electronics practically. This
malfunctioning occurs due to excessive use of USB wire here excessive use means repetitive
use of wire or connecting port in a short duration of time. Improper use like rugged
applications, inappropriate insertion into port, i. Another Practice is bending the wire greater
than 90 degrees , which causes the copper wires in the bundle to get damaged due to its
slightly brittle property. Copper is having one of the best malleability and ductility properties.
And therefore copper is widely used as a conductor in a wire even having this property, the
copper wire undergoes degradation. This cable is most commonly used in mobile charger for
charging mobile phones and as a USB data cable to connect mobile devices to tranfer files and
images between personal computers and phones. Description : USB wiring is simple but not
that simple this is because on changing the frame of reference the pinout looks changed.
Observe the above pinout the front end is different than that of back end and thus it requires to
check the connectivity of both ends with a digital multimeter above micro USB pinout made it
simple for you. There are the female connectors for each of the male connectors in practical
having the same pinout as that of the male connector. The most common types of connectors
are displayed in this image. Step2: After the identification of the type of USB connector used on
both ends, note down the pinout diagram of that particular USB type. Step3 : Note down all the
color of the cable and where it is connected to the actual USB connector on a page. Step4: Now
connect connector pin and wires from the bunch acquire according to the color code and pinout
of that particular USB connector on the page using a pen, and your USB wiring diagram is
ready. You must have had thought of the question, why most of the devices use micro USB?
Most of the devices use micro USB due to the fact that it is compact than all of its precedents in
shape and size. As you can observe that USB C can be inserted from any of the orientation. On
the contrary, micro USB is direction oriented and we have to give attention while inserting it into
the device. USB C has the advantage of orientation, on the other hand, it has the disadvantage
of ring complex on the design level for the programmer and engineers. Apart from this, micro
USB comes in three variants they have principally same micro USB pinout as shown in the
figure. The description section of the table above is self-explanatory. Very few people know that
the USB connector has a color code. This color code is given to the USB on the basis of its
standards defined by its organization. It has a very low speed. The version it came from is USB
1. Its speed is up to Mbps. XX in Its maximum speed is 5 Gbps. This means that your device
with this feature will not stop power supply even if the host device is turned off. This is very
helpful for charging the mobile phone according to our convenience. Looking for a circuit
simulator app for android phones? Almost 2. Electronics and electrical related apps for
electronics engineers or hobbyists can be found easily on google play store, it could be a bit
confusing to decide which android [â€¦]. Where to buy electronic components online? Lots of
people searching now a day to buy electronic components store but very few are able to find a
good one. This post will guide you through the electronic component stores near you as well as
buying electronic [â€¦]. They provide LEDs with the specific voltage two functions so as to
perform with full efficiency. LEDs are well known for low power consumption along [â€¦]. Joe
Hoody September 26, am. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Privacy policy. Contact us. Type-A USB
pinout diagram, micro USB pinout diagram along with USB wiring diagram: This cable is most
commonly used in mobile charger for charging mobile phones and as a USB data cable to
connect mobile devices to tranfer files and images between personal computers and phones.
Pin no. The work of the differential data pin is to send and receive the data in a particular format
called USB protocol. The color code for the wire used in the USB cable red, white, green, grey,
black for pin numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. What is High Pass Filter? Its response curve, types,
design Voltage Divider Rule formula, list and full explaination. Blog Top 7 Circuit Simulator App

for electronics engineers in Looking for a circuit simulator app for android phones? Blog Where
to buy electronic components online? Blog What is an LED driver? Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. SM Tech! About us. Disclaimer Contact us. Newnex's
interactive and user-friendly cable configurator is capable for incorporating different types of
connectors and cables for creating custom cable assemblies for your special needs. Ubiquitous
to modern society, USB tech can be found in at least one or more devices people use on a daily
basis. However, USB cables come in a variety of connections, most of which are incompatible
with the others. This makes replacing a USB cable a troublesome task, especially when the
differences between each may seem trivial to the inexperienced. For instance, while micro B
and mini USBs may use synonymous terms, you cannot simply use one plug to connect to the
other's port. To make matters even more confusing, the USB tech industry is constantly
evolving that even the same plug type can differ between each version of USB, simultaneously
influencing the plug's performance. We have put together this exhaustive guide to help you
untangle all the nuanced idiosyncrasies between the different types of USB cables on the
market. USB-A socket is designed to provide a "downstream" connection intended for host
controllers and hubs, rarely implemented as an "upstream" connector on a peripheral device.
Be aware that typical A-A cables are not intended for connection between two host computers
or computer to hub. Also known as USB standard B connector, the B style connector is
designed for USB peripherals, such as printer, upstream port on hub, or other larger peripheral
devices. The primary reason for the development of USB B connectors were to allow the
connection of peripheral devices without running the risk of connecting two host computers to
one another. USB B type connector is still used today, though it is slowly being phased out in
favor of more refined usb connector types. In the last few years a numbers of laptops and
cellphones have appeared on the market with C style USB connectors. A full feature USB 3.
Initially, this plug was designed for earlier models of smartphones, but as smartphones have
become more compact and with sleeker profiles, the Mini USB plug has been replaced by the
micro USB. Now, the Mini-B is designed for some digital cameras while the rest of the mini
plugs series have become more of a legacy connectors as they are no longer certified for new
products. The micro USB B connector essentially a scaled down form of the mini USB which
allowed mobile devices to get slimmer while still maintaining the ability to connect to computers
and other hubs. The micro B type connector holds 5 pins to support USB OTG, which permits
smartphones and other similar mobile devices to read external drives, digital cameras, or other
peripherals as a computer might. Note that to enable OTG feature, special wiring connection
needs to be implemented in the cable assembly. On Oct. However, USB 3. USB 3. This co
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nnector can support USB 3. A USB 3. However devices with USB 3. With the growing need of
higher data transfer rates, more industrial applications such as Machine Vision and 3D imaging
are starting to implement USB 3. Screw lock Micro B connectors are often used in cabling to
ensure secure interconnection. Developed by Intel, USB 3. The 20 pin internal socket contains
two lines of USB 3. Similar to previous USB 3. An 40 pin header version internal connector was
also introduced to support two full feature Type-C ports. All Rights Reserved. Privacy Policy.
Optical Repeaters. Dongle Repeaters. Industrial Hubs. KVM Repeater. A to A Female. A to Micro
B. Azure Kinect Cable. C to C Full Feature Cables. Straight Cables. Right Angle Cables. Screw
Locking Cables. Panel Mount Cables. High Flex Robotic Cables. Waterproof Cables. High Flex
Cables. USB 2. FireWire Connectors. USB Type A. Related Products: USB 2. USB Type B. USB
Type C. USB Mini B. USB Micro B. Related Products: USB 3. Download File.

